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Abstract 

Employees often develop feelings of ownership towards both jobs and organizations (Pierce et al 
2001; Ashkanasy et al 2007). The endowment effect literature has provided evidence that as an 
individual’s feelings of ownership towards a particular object or construct increase, so does the 
perceived value that individual assigns to that object or construct (Peck & Shu 2011). Through a 
multi-method approach involving surveys, interviews, as well as two separate experiments, This 
study attempts to bring together these two areas of research by postulating the existence of the 
endowment effect in employee recruitment processes. Specifically, this study examines the idea 
that job applicants may develop feelings of ownership towards positions they interview for, as 
well as exploring the link between psychological ownership and perceived attractiveness of an 
employment opportunity. Results indicate that the level of socialization an individual has with a 
job opportunity during a recruitment process has a significant effect on perceived value of that 
job when ratings of the job's attractiveness was used as a dependent variable. Specifically, 
ratings of the job's attractiveness were found to be higher for recruitment processes that required 
individuals to socialize more with the job opportunity. This finding was not supported however 
when Willingness to Accept (in terms of minimum amount of payment required to accept the 
job) was used as a dependent variable. Additionally, results did not indicate a significant link 
between the length or intensity of an interview process and feelings of psychological ownership 
towards a job opportunity. Implications of these results for both employers and applicants are 
discussed.  
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Introduction 

Each month, American employers hire well over 100,000 non-farm employees. For nearly 

everyone in the labor market, understanding the underlying processes behind employee 

recruitment is pertinent throughout their lives – job seekers need to understand how to acquire 

the best possible position according to their criteria, middlemen such as universities and career 

fairs must optimally match recruiters to job seekers, and employers hope to find the best 

employee for a given position. Given the importance of employee recruitment, it is of no surprise 

that countless scholars have researched the topic. Interestingly, most scholarly work on the topic 

has fallen within the narrow confines of rational economic theory. 

Traditionally, economic theory has focused on both the generation of wealth and the 

processes used by rational actors when constrained by scarce resources. Gary Becker’s seminal 

book, The Economic Approach to Human Behavior, challenged this assumption, instead 

suggesting that economic theory could be used to explain all human behavior, as “all human 

behavior can be viewed as involving participants who maximize their utility from a stable set of 

preferences and accumulate an optimal amount of information and other inputs in a variety of 

markets” (1976). This belief, part of a branch of economics called rational choice theory, 

attempted to universalize economics by suggested that humans are rational actors who gather 

information and attempt to maximize utility not just in the case of scarce resources, but in 

everything we do: marriage, crime, discrimination, and more.  

A concurrent branch of rational choice theory, called Expectancy Theory, proposed that 

individuals make choices based on how well they expect the outcome of a given alternative to 

align with their desired outcome (Vroom 1964). Motivation is a human-controlled process 

wherein we choose among alternatives in the expectancy that our choice will lead to a desired 
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outcome that will maximize our utility. In turn, organizations should create rewards for their 

employees that are both desired by the employee and related to performance, thereby creating 

motivation within workers to maximize performance.  

Lazear (2009) greatly expanded rational choice theory of worker motivation to an entire 

branch of new research called Personnel Economics. Lazear realized that there was more to 

hiring than matching skill to salary -- the extent to which a worker values a job, incentives to 

perform at a high level, and other mechanisms could both decrease the hiring informational 

asymmetry and improve the productivity of workers on the job (Lazear 2009). Lazear also 

suggested that better screening of candidates and probationary periods (such as internships) 

could bridge the adverse selection between low-skilled workers and high salary jobs, but the 

most important factor in determining worker quality was pay (Lazear 2007).  

While a significant body of research has expanded the field of Personnel Economics, 

other research raises questions about aspects of these theories. Two separate studies used a 

scenario method to test the explanatory power of Expectancy Theory in a situation in which job 

seekers evaluated alternatives and neither found supporting evidence that Expectancy Theory 

predicted how individuals made decisions (Arnold 1981, Stahl and Harrell 1981). Similarly, 

Lazear made great strides in showing that many factors besides ability contributed to worker 

success, yet he did not test psychological factors involved. Within the realm of behavioral 

economics, a number of studies have begun to test the psychology behind both the decision to 

pursue a particular job as well as job performance.  

In addition to Expectancy Theory, many studies have explored the role of specific job 

characteristics in an individual’s decision to pursue an employment opportunity. There is 

evidence that specificity in recruitment messages (Collins et al 2005), interview characteristics 
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(Carless & Imber 2007), flexibility of career path (Carless & Wintle 2007), perceived similarities 

between applicants and employees (Devendorf & Highhouse 2008), organizational culture 

(Catanzaro et al 2010), photographs used in recruitment advertisements (Burt et al 2010), and 

corporate social responsibility (Zhang & Gowan 2011) all have a significant effect on the degree 

to which an individual is attracted to a particular employment opportunity. These factors are just 

a few of the many characteristics and aspects that job applicants may take into account when 

deciding to pursue one job over another.  

Most research on this topic has focused on how individuals are attracted to job positions 

before they initially apply and/or interview. Another field of study addresses how a person’s 

attraction to an opportunity can change throughout the recruitment process. But most of this 

research relies upon rational choice explanations for this change. A major assumption of all such 

studies is that individuals are able to search for and efficiently process information they receive 

throughout the recruitment process. In gather and evaluating this information, they make 

decisions in their best interest, basing choices on overall job attractiveness, specific job 

characteristics, probability of success, or other relevant factors. These theories neglect 

psychological, emotional, or sociological factors that may shape how the attractiveness of a job 

opportunity changes as a consequence of the recruitment process itself.  

The objective of this study is to explore how behavioral factors influence the perceived 

attractiveness of a job opportunity throughout a recruitment process. We focus specifically on the 

dynamics of psychological ownership and the role it plays in applicants’ assessments of 

employment opportunities.  

The concept of psychology of ownership has been extensively studied over the past 

century yielding numerous definitions of the phenomenon. Early psychological ownership 
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literature has stated that “possession and the ownership of property are cognitively adaptive,” 

and suggested that many individuals tend to exhibit a “psychology of mine” towards property 

(Rudmin 1990, Pierce et al 2003). Successive literature has explored in depth this “psychology of 

mine” towards property, identifying particular factors that affect these feelings of ownership 

(Rudmin & Berry 1987, Furby 1978), and what factors individuals use to justify ownership 

(Beggan & Brown 1994). Belk (1988) extended this definition of ownership by adding, 

“possessions are central to our sense and self” and “provide a sense of stability and continuity.” 

Etzioni (1991) goes on to argue that property which people feel psychological ownership 

towards may be both “symbolic and real. ” So such feelings can develop for either physical or 

nonphysical objects or constructs.  

We draw upon the definition of psychological ownership developed by Pierce, Kostova, 

& Dirks (2003). Pierce et al (2003) explain that “people develop feelings of ownership for a 

variety of objects, material and immaterial in nature,” and that this psychological ownership is “a 

cognitive-affective state that characterizes the human condition.” This manner of thinking about 

ownership has motivated numerous studies over the past decade ranging from how ownership 

affects student learning in group projects (Wood 2003), to individuals’ openness to suggestions 

for change (Baer & Brown 2012), and to physicians’ acceptance of clinical information systems 

(Pare, Sicotte, Jacques 2006).  

One of the most widely studied aspects of psychological ownership is its application to 

jobs and organizational settings. Just as Etzioni (1991) explained that feelings of ownership 

could develop towards constructs outside of physical property or objects, Pierce et al (2001) 

demonstrated that these feelings could develop towards both organizations and various 

organizational factors. A host of factors have been studied that attempt to explain this 
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phenomenon, such as control (Pierce, O’Driscoll, & Coghlan 2004), participation in profit 

sharing and decision making (Chi & Han 2008), as well as self efficacy, accountability, 

belongingness, and self identity (Avey, Avolio, & Crossley 2009). Much of the research on this 

topic has provided evidence that psychological ownership leads to positive outcomes for the 

organization. There is evidence that a positive relationship exists between psychological 

ownership and a number of behaviors that lead to increased performance, such as extra role 

behavior (Kostova, Van dyne, Vandewalle 1995), employee attitudes, work behavior (Van Dyne 

& Pierce 2004), self esteem, and motivation (Pierce & Rodgers 2004). This study will build on a 

type of psychological ownership in organizational settings, referred to by Ashkanasy et al (2007) 

as “job-based psychological ownership,” and defined as ownership “related to individuals’ 

feelings of possession toward their particular jobs.” Their research goes on to show that this 

ownership predicts job satisfaction as well as organizational commitment. 

Job-based psychological ownership research has focused on employees with formal and 

structural ownership of their jobs. It has centered on feelings of ownership employees developed 

by job incumbents. There has also been other research on how applicants make decisions to 

pursue a job in the first place. We argue that what happens in between deserves more attention - 

the recruitment process an applicant goes through in an attempt to gain employment. As 

numerous studies have shown (Pierce et al 2003; Etzioni 1992; Beggan & Brown 1994), 

psychological ownership can develop towards property for which an individual has no clear 

“formal or legal claim of ownership.” (Ashkanasy et al 2010). We conjecture that a similar 

phenomenon naturally occurs with applicants interviewing for a job position. Our first 

hypothesis is outlined below: 
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H1: Individuals interviewing for a job position develop feelings of ownership towards 

that position. 

 
Just as feelings of self efficacy, accountability, belongingness, and self identity can develop 

towards a position an employee already works in, we postulate that these same feelings can 

develop for a potential employee in a way that causes some degree of psychological ownership. 

As applicants advance through an interview process, they gain an increasing amount of 

knowledge and information about the position. They invest time evaluating the position, learning 

about the organization, networking with employees, and a host of other activities that can 

increase the amount of effort an applicant has invested into the recruitment process. We postulate 

that this combination of time and effort spent interviewing for the position. Increased 

information expands the opportunity for individuals to develop the feelings of self-identity and 

belongingness that contribute to psychological ownership. The combination of these factors leads 

to our second hypothesis: 

 
H2: An individual's feelings of psychological ownership towards a job position  

increases with the duration and intensity of the recruitment process. 

 
We also consider how individuals perceive the attractiveness of a potential employment 

opportunity. While Expectancy Theory has served as one of the primary explanations behind an 

individual’s decision-making process, researchers like Arnold (1981) and Stahl & Harrell (1981) 

could not find evidence that supported this theory’s predictions, and others began postulating 

about the role of psychology in decision-making. Kahneman & Tversky (1979) theorized that 

individuals deviate from rational choice when confronting risk. They also assert that while 

Expectancy Theory might describe how an individual should act in the decision-making process, 
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given that it is based on the rational maximization of outcomes, most people actually act in 

accordance with what they call Prospect Theory. According to Prospect Theory individuals 

cannot fully comprehend the final outcomes associated with alternatives so they focus upon the 

simpler representation of gains and losses. In doing to, they tend to overvalue losses and 

undervalue gains. They also weight probability in a nonlinear manner. 

Consequently, the Endowment Effect, coined by Thaler (1980), states that consumers 

undervalue opportunity costs when making choices. If, according to Prospect Theory, people 

tend to overvalue losses and undervalue gains, then it follows that foregoing potential gains will 

be undervalued as well. The Endowment Effect expands upon Kahneman et al’s research by 

providing a probable explanation for individuals’ overvaluation of losses and undervaluation of 

gains. Because individuals exhibit feelings of attachment and ownership towards those objects 

they already possess, they are more inclined to assign disproportionate decision weights towards 

those alternatives that do not force them to give up what they currently own. Additionally, an 

object holds less value to an individual when it is not currently part of their endowment.  

 Thaler (1980) provided little concrete evidence to support the Endowment Effect, but 

Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1990) establish its existence with the famous “coffee mug 

experiment”. The study involved 44 students from an undergraduate law and economics class at 

Cornell University. When given a coffee mug with an established market price to trade for cash 

amongst other students, the price a seller was willing to accept to give up the mug tended to be 

greater than the price a buyer was willing to pay to receive the exact same mug. Though rational 

economic theory suggests that a seller’s willingness to accept (WTA) and a buyer’s willingness 

to pay (WTP) for the exact same item should differ negligibly, Kahneman et al concluded that 

the Endowment Effect accounts for the observed differences between WTA and WTP found 
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through their experiment. Numerous other studies have found extensive support for this 

phenomenon in many settings including NCAA basketball tickets (Carmon & Ariely 2000), 

bonuses for employees (Hossain & List 2012), and courts of law (Hoffman & Spitzer 1993). 

 The endowment effect is the main extension of prospect theory his study will draw upon 

in explaining the link between psychological ownership, the length and intensity of a recruitment 

process, and perceived attractiveness of a job opportunity. As our second hypothesis postulates 

the existence of a positive correlation between the length and intensity of a recruitment process 

and psychological ownership, our final hypothesis focuses on the relationship between a 

process’s length and intensity and the individual's perceived attractiveness of that opportunity. 

Thus, our final hypothesis is outlined below: 

 
H3: As the length and intensity of a recruitment process increases, so will the perceived  

attractiveness of the applied for job opportunity   

 
H1, H2, and H3 together form the three pieces of our full hypothesis. If both H1 and H2 were 

true, this would suggest a positively correlated relationship between psychological ownership of 

a job opportunity and recruitment process length and intensity. If H3 were true, this would 

suggest a positively correlated relationship between perceived attractiveness or “value” assigned 

to the job opportunity and length and intensity of the recruitment process. Together, these 

hypotheses would suggest that as psychological ownership of an applied for job position 

increases, so will the perceived attractiveness of that position. This would provide support for the 

idea that the endowment effect can be used to explain individual’s assessments of job 

opportunities during the recruitment process for that opportunity.  
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 The following three studies explore psychological ownership and the endowment effect 

through a variety of different methods. Study 1 explores in depth how individuals perceive and 

assign value to job opportunities by conducting interviews with students at Washington 

University in St. Louis. Study 2 begins by presenting participants with a hypothetical job 

opportunity and assessing the amount of value they assign to this opportunity at the start of a 

recruitment process. Study 3 asks participants to retrospectively consider the various emotions 

they may have felt throughout real recruitment processes in an attempt to gauge the degree of 

psychological ownership they may have felt towards a job opportunity. Finally, Study 4 conducts 

an actual recruitment process with participants and assesses how the amount of value those 

participants assign to a job opportunity is affected by the length and intensity of the recruitment 

process. The implications and limitations of each of these studies are then discussed.  

 
Study 1 

Method 

To gain further insight into the mindset behind individuals going through the interview process, 

we conducted 30-minute interviews with 21 Washington University in St. Louis students who 

had completed at minimum one interview this school year. In total, we interviewed 6 freshmen, 7 

sophomores, 1 junior, and 7 seniors. We chose not to focus on juniors because we believed the 

most formative years of recruitment are the underclassmen years and senior year. More 

importantly, many seniors we spoke with had turned their junior year internships into full-time 

offers, so junior and senior year data would have been very similar. Interviews focused on the 

emotions experienced throughout the interview process as well as motivations behind what 

companies to interview with and other qualitative measures. Due to the open-ended nature of the 
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interviews, all interviews proceeded in a slightly different manner. However, each interview 

followed the same general format, outlined in Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1, Study 1 

Interview Discussion Guide 
 
Seniors, juniors, and sophomores with full time/internship positions 
 
1. Very generally, how would you describe your decision making process throughout your full 
time job/internship search? 
  

a. What do you believe were the main factors that influenced you to make the decision 
you did?  

  
i. What people influenced this decision? (Advisors, family, friends, current 

employees at the firm, alumni, etc.) 
 
2. What factors do you consider in deciding whether or not to pursue a job/internship 
opportunity? 
  

a. What are the main factors you consider when comparing two job/internship 
opportunities, if different? 
 

b. Do you believe that these factors have changed throughout your job search? 
 

i.       If so, how and why? 
 
3. Focusing now on one job/internship opportunity that you applied for but did not receive an 
offer (taken from the survey), why were you interested in this specific position? 
  
 a.   What specific emotions were you experiencing throughout this process? 

 
i.       Before Interviews?  

 
ii. During interviews? 

 
iii. After interviews?  

 
iv. After the offer decision? 

 
b. Would you have accepted an offer there over your current offer? 

 
i. Why or why not? 
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c. Which of the factors you previously discussed as being important in your decision 
making process do you think played the largest role here? 

 
d. Did these factors change throughout the process? 

 
i. If so, what led to this happening? 

 
ii. How much do you believe the amount of information you had about this 

specific position changed throughout the process? 
 

e. Do you perceive this position as being a valuable one? 
 

i. Why? What specific aspects of the job/internship make it a valuable 
opportunity? 
 

ii. Would you have been proud to have received an offer there? 
  
f. Looking back on the beginning of the process, do you think you perceived the 

opportunity differently? 
 

i. If so, what factors OTHER than a change in information or knowledge 
about the opportunity do you think led to this? 
 

ii. Would you have been proud at the time to have received an offer there? 
 

g. How were you informed about your offer decision? 
 

iii. How would you have preferred to have been informed? Why? 
 
4. Focusing now on the position in which you will be working next year/this summer (taken from 
the survey), why did you both pursue and finally accept this position? 

 
a.   What specific emotions were you experiencing throughout this process? 
 

iv.        Before Interviews?  
 

v. During interviews? 
 

vi. After interviews?  
 

vii. After the offer decision? 
  

b. Which of the factors you previously discussed as being important in your decision 
making process do you think played the largest role here? 
 

c. Did these factors change throughout the process? 
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iii. If so, what led to this happening? 

 
iv. How much do you believe the amount of information you had about this 

specific position changed throughout the process? 
 

d. Do you perceive this position as being a valuable one? 
 

iii. Why? What specific aspects of the job/internship make it a valuable 
opportunity? 
 

iv. Are you proud of your offer? 
  
e. Looking back on the beginning of the process, do you think you perceived the 

opportunity differently? 
 

iv. If so, what factors OTHER than a change in information or knowledge 
about the opportunity do you think led to this? 
 

v. Would you have been more or less proud than you are now to have 
received an offer there? 

 
f. How were you informed about your offer decision? 

 
vi. How would you have preferred to have been informed? Why? 

 
vii. Do you think the way in which you were informed had an impact on your 

decision to accept the offer? 
 
Juniors and sophomores with full time/internship positions 
 

g. How likely do you think it is that you will receive a full time offer at this firm? 
 

viii. Do you think you would accept if you did receive an offer? 
 

ix. Which of the factors previously discussed do you think would affect this 
decision? 

 
Are there any other factors that might affect this decision? 

 
Results and Discussion 

There were several recurring themes throughout our results within each grade level as well as a 

few major findings about the WUSTL student population as a whole. For freshmen, whether a 
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job opportunity aligned with their personal interests was pivotal. Freshmen year is arguably one 

of the more exploratory times during one’s college career, which is one possible explanation as 

to why freshmen tended to desire work experience that aligned with their organic interests. Many 

freshmen interviewed believed pursuing their dream job at this stage of the job search to be both 

“unrealistic” and “unnecessary.” Lifestyle and location were the other two most prominent 

themes amongst the freshmen interview results. The implication is that freshmen might not be 

willing to sacrifice a comfortable daily lifestyle for the prestige that might accompany a job 

opportunity with long hours and little time for personal life, such as investment banking. 

Location was unsurprisingly important to freshmen, as many of them desired to work at home 

during the summer after their freshman year. 

For sophomores, an overwhelming majority pursued job opportunities simply because 

they would serve as good work experiences. Sophomores are approaching their pivotal post-

junior year internship recruitment season, and many expressed that the best way to set the stage 

for success is to gain any productive work experience the summer prior. Accordingly, 

sophomores really emphasized pursuing opportunities that were more or less a sure thing. One 

sophomore from the Olin Business School mentioned, “I happily took the first job opportunity I 

pursued during the fall of this year. While I could have waited until the spring to pursue other, 

maybe more prestigious opportunities, the industry I am ultimately interested in does not recruit 

sophomores. Therefore, I was eager to complete the post-sophomore year internship search 

quickly in order to focus on my grades, which are critical to getting interviews in my desired 

field post-junior year.” 

Underclassmen in general preferred email to phone call or in-person offer decisions, 

which was an interesting finding. Many of them expressed an interest in having all of their offer 
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information in writing. Despite this finding, the way in which candidates were informed of their 

offer decisions did not dictate whether they would either accept or reject the offer. 

For seniors, company reputation, salary, and location were the most important factors that 

influenced their full-time job decision-making process. Naturally, seniors approaching 

graduation are eager to obtain jobs that provide them a steady income, as this is the first time 

many of them will be living and providing for themselves independently. Also intuitive is the 

importance of location to them, as deciding where they are going to live long-term will shape 

their personal and professional lives significantly. Perhaps less intuitive was the finding that a 

few seniors interviewed placed a great deal of emphasis on employer information sessions. The 

speakers at these sessions are often the last voices for these companies that these students will 

hear prior to filing out their applications, so their ability to captivate students plays a significant 

role in students’ job decision-making processes. Finally, many seniors who did not receive offers 

from their number one choices for their junior year internships believed that this process helped 

shape their approach for the full-time recruitment cycle. One student noted, “This time around, I 

put a different angle on my candidacy by being more confident in my chances of being hired. 

This confidence was the result of repeated interviewing from the prior year.”  While it is 

valuable that WUSTL students are using their interview experiences from the prior year to shape 

their process approach for the following year, it would be mutually beneficial for both WUSTL’s 

reputation and the students themselves if the campus career centers developed more programs for 

interview skill building before junior year internship recruiting. This enables institutions such as 

the Weston Career Center of the Olin Business School as well as the Washington University 

Career Center to develop hopefully more polished intern candidates that are therefore more 

attractive to employers, saving students the time and energy of repeating interview processes 
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with the same employers. Another student mentioned, “At the beginning of the junior year 

internship process I was pretty naïve and got disillusioned pretty quickly. I thought the process 

seemed artificial and I wasn’t getting the results I wanted to get.” 

In terms of offer decision communication, seniors preferred phone calls or in-person 

communication. These methods offer a touch of personal interest, making candidates feel more 

valued to their prospective employers. Like the underclassmen, however, the method of 

communication largely did not affect these seniors’ decisions to either accept or reject their 

offers. 

Finally, the overwhelming majority of students interviewed cited parents and family as 

the most influential parties in their job search. Few mentioned advisors or other school-based 

resources. Therefore, the WUSTL and Weston Career Centers might benefit from more targeted 

job guidance across the WUSTL population, especially for those non-Business school students 

interviewing for business positions. Also, most students’ perceptions of a job’s value changed 

throughout the process in that by the end of the process, students felt they valued the job 

opportunity more than they had at the beginning of the process. It is this finding that served as 

the primary motivation for our interest in studying the endowment effect. Many interviewed 

cited growing connection to the firms’ people and culture as they went from one interview round 

to the next. Many also noted that their increased knowledge about the company and the position 

played a role in this increased sense of value they assigned to the position. Naturally, they were 

also generally proud of their hard work, having just completed a rigorous interview process. 

Unable to extract evidence of the endowment effect or psychological ownership from 

these qualitative interviews discussions, we developed a 3-pronged quantitative approach for 

testing the existence of the endowment effect in employee recruitment processes. Our goal was 
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to find evidence of this effect and to communicate these results to both college career centers and 

employers. If evidence exists in support of the endowment effect, employers recruiting on 

college campuses might benefit from developing more involved recruitment processes that go 

beyond resume reviews and interviewing. Those firms that offer networking events and other 

opportunities to get better acquainted with company culture are likely to see higher application 

volumes as a result. 

 
Study 2 

Method 

In order to later test for the various effects discussed above, we found it necessary to first gauge 

individuals’ evaluations of a job at the very beginning of a recruitment process, before any 

effects of psychological ownership or the endowment effect would be expected to take place. 

While significant research has been devoted to individuals’ evaluations of job alternatives based 

on varying attributes of a job (Rynes & Lawler 1983), few studies have explored how these 

evaluations change based solely on varying the attributes of the recruitment process.  

Using a design similar to Rynes and Lawler (1983), we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 

(MTurk) to recruit 201 individuals to complete an experimental manipulated-scenario survey. 

The survey presented participants with a hypothetical scenario in which they were currently in 

the process of looking for a new job and had recently applied to a position that was attractive 

across multiple dimensions. Participants were then asked for their minimum willingness to 

accept (WTA) in terms of annual salary for the position, as three factors were manipulated: the 

amount of time they would have to hypothetically spend preparing for interviews, the length of 

the recruitment process, and the number of interview rounds. Each factor had three levels: low, 

medium, and high. The specific values for each level were decided using a preliminary survey 
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asking (different) MTurk respondents to gauge what they believed to be reasonable levels for 

each of these factors. Given the three levels for each factor, we had a total of 3*3*3 = 27 

iterations of the hypothetical recruitment process. Thus, each participant was asked to provide 

his or her WTA for each of the 27 randomly sequenced iterations.  

 
Results  

The results of a repeated measures ANOVA, with WTA as a dependent variable, are summarized 

in Table 1. Within group independent variables are the three manipulated factors: the amount of 

time they would have to hypothetically spend preparing for interviews, the length of the 

recruitment process, and the number of interview rounds. The between group independent 

variables of gender, age, and level of education were included to control for any endogenous 

effects on WTA that these factors might cause. A test for homoscedasticity revealed no 

significant differences in variability between answers for each of the 27 iterations (shown in 

Table 2). As the results indicate, not only were the main effects of each of these factors 

significant, but so was every possible interaction between these factors.  

While this suggests that each of these factors, both separately and in tangent to each 

other, significantly affect Willingness to Accept, a Tukey HSD test determined the specific 

manner in which WTA is affected. The results of this test are provided in Table 3. As indicated, 

each level of each within groups factor had a significantly different effect on WTA. As each 

level of the within group factors increased (longer process, more rounds, etc.) so did the 

minimum annual salary an individual required to accept a job (WTA). A visualization of this 

effect is provided in Figure 2. Finally, regarding the between groups factors of gender, age, and 

level of education, Table 1 indicates that none of these factors had a significant effect on WTA. 
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This further supports the notion that the effects of the three manipulated recruitment process 

characteristics generalize across major demographic categories. 

 

 

 

Table&1,&Study&2&
Repeated&Measures&ANOVA&Results
Dependent&Variable:&Willingness&to&Accept

Source Sum&of&Squares df Mean&Square F Significant
Within&Subjects&Factors
&&&&&&&&Length&of&Process&(A) 3219.308 2 1609.654 9.243 .000**
&&&&&&&&Rounds&of&Interviews&(B) 834.351 2 417.176 5.278 .006**
&&&&&&&&Time&Spent&Preparing&(C) 4742.408 2 2371.204 15.129 .000**
&&&&&&&&A*B 1230.981 4 307.745 9.275 .000**
&&&&&&&&B*C 1778.385 4 444.596 11.204 .000**
&&&&&&&&A*C 1584.194 4 396.049 11.162 .000**
&&&&&&&&A*B*C 1382.788 8 172.849 4.795 .000**

Between&Subjects&Factors
&&&&&&&&Gender&(D) 326.035 1 326.035 0.037 0.848
&&&&&&&&Age&(E) 6230.874 5 1246.175 0.141 0.982
&&&&&&&&Education&(F) 75017.222 4 18754.306 2.127 0.080
&&&&&&&&D*E 17638.532 5 3527.706 0.4 0.848
&&&&&&&&E*F 55718.927 14 3979.923 0.451 0.954
&&&&&&&&D*F 41145.985 4 10286.496 1.167 0.328
&&&&&&&&D*E*F 80065.721 8 10008.215 1.135 0.343
*Significant&at&the&.05&level Notes:&N&=&201
**Significant&at&the&.01&level

Table&2,&Study&2
Test&for&Homoskedasticity&

Iteration Variance Iteration Variance
1&Week,&1&Round,&1&Hour 287.879 1&Week,&3&Rounds&or&more,&10&Hours&or&more 388.719
2&Weeks,&1&Round,&1&Hour 347.818 2&Weeks,&2&Rounds,&5&Hours 360.164
Greater&than&1&Month,&1&Round,&1&Hour 379.135 2&Weeks,&2&Rounds,&10&Hours&or&more 362.860
1&Week,&2&Rounds,&1&Hour 297.480 2&Weeks,&3&Rounds&or&more,&5&Hours 374.333
1&Week,&3&Rounds&or&more,&1&Hour 330.993 2&Weeks,&3&Rounds&or&more,&10&Hours&or&more 409.667
2&Weeks,&2&Rounds,&1&Hour 353.300 2&Weeks,&1&Round,&5&Hours 348.542
2&Weeks,&3&Rounds&or&more,&1&Hour 355.501 2&Weeks,&1&Round,&10&Hours&or&more 375.708
Greater&than&1&Month,&2&Rounds,&1&Hour 385.917 Greater&than&1&Month,&2&Rounds,&5&Hours 397.022
Greater&than&1&Month,&3&Rounds&or&more,&1&Hour 425.799 Greater&than&1&Month,&2&Rounds,&10&Hours&or&more 420.493
1&Week,&1&Round,&5&Hours 350.834 Greater&than&1&Month,&1&Round,&10&Hours&or&more 427.139
1&Week,&2&Rounds,&5&Hours 354.170 Greater&than&1&Month,&1&Round,&5&Hours 415.219
1&Week,&3&Rounds&or&more,&5&Hours 355.882 Greater&than&1&Month,&3&Rounds&or&more,&5&Hours 433.738
1&Week,&1&Round,&10&Hours&or&more 370.514 Greater&than&1&Month,&3&Rounds&or&more,&10&Hours&or&more 468.808
1&Week,&2&Rounds,&10&Hours&or&more 387.974
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Figure 2, Study 2 
Visualization of the effects of Length of Process, Rounds of Interviews, and Time Spent 
Preparing on Willingness to Accept 
 

 

 

 
 

Table&3,&Study&2
Post&Hoc&Test:&Tukey&HSD
Dependent&Variable:&WTA

Comparison Mean&Difference Std.&Error Significant
Length&of&Process
&&&&&&&&1&Week&vs.&2&Weeks !2.230 0.441 0.000
&&&&&&&&2&Weeks&vs.&1&Month&or&more !3.937 0.671 0.000
&&&&&&&&1&Week&vs.&1&Month&or&more !6.168 0.836 0.000
Rounds&of&Interviews
&&&&&&&&1&Rounds&vs.&2&Rounds !2.025 0.437 0.000
&&&&&&&&2&Rounds&vs.&3&Rounds&or&more !1.849 0.372 0.000
&&&&&&&&1&Round&vs.&3&Rounds&or&more !3.874 0.530 0.000
Time&Spent&Preparing
&&&&&&&&1&Hour&vs.&5&Hours !3.294 0.544 0.000
&&&&&&&&5&Hours&vs.&10&Hours&or&more !3.231 0.484 0.000
&&&&&&&&1&Hour&vs.&10&Hours&or&more !6.524 0.824 0.000
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Discussion of Results 

The traditional economic approach to human behavior and personnel economics promoted by 

Gary Becker and Ed Lazear, would suggest that at the start of a recruitment process, individuals 

require a higher salary for a longer and more intense process. A higher intensity process involves 

more time, effort, stress, and opportunity costs for the individual being interviewed, and as a 

result a rational applicant should require higher pay. This idea is consistent with our results; 

among all three measures of “intensity” (length of process, rounds of interviews, time spent 

preparing) there appears to be a highly significant positive effect on individual’s willingness to 

accept a position. Importantly, this does not support our prediction that individuals will 

subconsciously exude feelings of psychological ownership towards a job opportunity as they 

progress through an interview process simply because they have not yet experienced the process. 

It is the actual interview experience that we predict will trigger effects of psychological 

ownership that are not likely to align with Becker and Lazear’s theories of personnel economics. 

Our survey was designed as a hypothetical situation, much the way we would consider 

such a question in a thought experiment. It is rather intuitive that individuals would need more 

money for more work, and we might even consider this an element of common sense. Given 

these results, we would expect companies and hiring managers to, perhaps implicitly, hold a 

similar view; if interviewees must put in a huge amount of effort to interview for the job, the 

applicant would expect a higher salary as compensation.  

This could result in one of two practical implications: (1) hiring managers could lower 

the required effort level to apply so as to lower the necessary salary for accepted applicants, or 

(2) hiring managers could conduct a high-intensity process (perhaps to gain more information on 

the applicant) but then set a higher remuneration. As both common sense and our scenario survey 
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indicate the same result, we expect this opinion to be widespread. Of course, organizations do 

not base the intensity of their interview process solely on how applicants might perceive the 

organization or on how that intensity might optimize salaries. One of the most extensively 

studied areas of personnel economics is how to design recruitment processes to evaluate 

applicants; specifically, how to distinguish between low and high ability potential employees. 

This is often thought of as the primary goal of a recruitment process for organizations, rather 

than creating a process that will result in lower WTAs of applicants. Of course, perceptions at the 

very start of a process are only one small piece in determining how individuals evaluate job 

opportunities. This experiment did not take into account individual’s assessments of a job 

position or recruitment process once the process actually begins; a significant, and possibly 

necessary, aspect of this topic. Thus, the implications of these results should not be considered 

alone, but rather in addition to the results of our next two studies. While this first study was able 

to demonstrate that economic actors behave rationally at the start of a process, our next two 

studies will test how psychological ownership and the endowment effect may affect individuals 

throughout a process.  

 
Limitations 

One of the biggest challenges in developing a hypothetical job opportunity was creating a 

description that would appear attractive to a wide array of respondents. This description therefore 

needed to be independent of industry, location, job function, or any other factor that a majority of 

individuals would not prefer. As a result, the description was kept admittedly simplistic, such 

that there would be no parts of the job that a respondent would not find attractive. Respondents 

therefore evaluated this opportunity with very little information about the position. The study 

might have benefited from a more detailed description that would have still been found attractive 
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by all respondents. However given the broad spectrum of industries and job functions that 

workers on MTurk have, we were wary of making this description too specific. 

 
 

Study 3 

Method  

After further specifying how individuals evaluate a job at the beginning of a recruitment process, 

our next step was to test how these evaluations might change throughout the process. 

Specifically, this study explores the role of psychological ownership. Thus, we sought to test the 

first two of our three hypotheses discussed previously: 

 
H1: Individuals interviewing for a job position may develop feelings of ownership 

towards that position. 

 
H2: An individual's feelings of psychological ownership towards a job position  

will increase as the length and intensity of the recruitment process increase. 

 
We tested this hypothesis through a survey to both the general public (again using Amazon’s 

MTurk) and the Washington University student population. The student population consisted of 

all students who had undergone an on-campus interview this school year via Washington 

University Olin Business School’s Weston Career Center; of those, 45 students completed the 

survey. This survey consisted of a number of demographic, educational, and employment-related 

questions. Although both surveys were similar, the survey conducted via MTurk included 

significantly more demographic questions and screened out those who had not looked for a job 

within two years or who were still in high school. The surveys collected a list of companies the 
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participant had interviewed with (within the past two years for MTurk and during this school 

year for WUSTL students) and for each company asked a comprehensive series of questions 

pertaining to specifics of the interview process and the offer decision.  

Most importantly, answers to these questions were used to determine the length (in 

weeks) of the process, number of interviews rounds, and amount of time the individual spent 

preparing for the process (in hours). Additionally, these surveys included the PANAS scale, 

developed by Watson, Clark, & Tellegen 1988 (Shu & Peck 2011). Respondents were asked to 

rate the degree to which they experienced 9 positive and 9 negative affective emotions 

throughout each recruitment process on a scale from 0-10. The main proxy this study uses for 

feelings of ownership towards a job position is the degree to which individuals experienced these 

affective emotions. Specifically, experiencing the positive affective emotions indicates more 

intense feelings of ownership, and experiencing the negative affective emotions to a higher 

degree indicates less intense feelings of ownership. Numerous studies have provided evidence 

that experiencing positive affective emotions to a higher degree, and negative affective emotions 

to a lesser degree, indicates feelings of psychological ownership (Shu & Peck 2011).  

 
Results  

OLS regressions were used to analyze responses to these surveys. Three regressions were run for 

each sample (MTurk and Washington University), with each regression containing a different 

dependent variable. The first dependent variable, “positive affective emotions score” was created 

by taking the sum of an individual’s 0-10 ratings for the 9 affective emotions. A similar process 

was used for the dependent variable “negative affective emotions score.”  The final dependent 

variable used, “combined affective emotion score,” was created by subtracting an individual’s 

negative affective emotions score from their positive affective emotions score. Each of these 
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dependent variables was used as a proxy for the degree to which an individual experienced 

feelings of ownership towards a job position. Independent variables used for the MTurk sample 

were gender, age, level of education, whether or not an individual received an offer for the 

applied for position (“Offer”), and whether or not an individual accepted an offer for the applied 

for position (“Accept Offer”).  

The three main independent variables of interest were similar to the within groups 

variables used in our first study: length of the interview process (weeks), rounds of interviews, 

and amount of time spent preparing for the process (hours). Additionally, dummy variables were 

created for the industry associated with the job in question. This specific categorization of 

industries was taken from Linkedin.com. The independent variables used for the WUSTL sample 

were identical except that gender, education, and level of education were not included. Because 

every individual in the sample is a student at Washington University, age and level of education 

varied little in this sample. Gender was not included because this information about respondents 

was not gathered. Additionally, an independent variable was included that accounted for each 

student’s class level (“Year in School”). The results from the MTurk sample are shown in table 4 

and results from the Washington University sample are shown in table 7. 
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Table&4,&Study&3

OLS&Regression,&Mechanical&Turk&Sample

Independent&Variable B Significant B Significant B Significant

Intercept 29.162 0.007 37.913 0.000 8.750 0.178
Length&of&Process +2.850 0.112 +0.009 0.995 2.841 0.010**
Rounds&of&Interviews +3.044 0.231 1.269 0.541 4.313 0.006**
Time&Spent&Preparing 2.057 0.231 2.105 0.136 0.048 0.964
Offer 7.068 0.466 +8.243 0.301 +15.311 0.010**
Accepted&Offer 8.493 0.379 12.544 0.114 4.050 0.490
Gender 4.184 0.285 1.816 0.571 +2.369 0.320
Age 0.440 0.815 +1.515 0.325 +1.955 0.088
Education +4.356 0.053 +1.404 0.444 2.951 0.031*
Industry

&&&&&&&&Agrictulture

&&&&&&&&Arts 36.748 0.009** 32.888 0.004** +3.860 0.648
&&&&&&&&Construction 27.838 0.111 33.328 0.021* 5.490 0.604
&&&&&&&&Consumer&Goods 16.020 0.014* 16.634 0.002** 0.615 0.875
&&&&&&&&Corporate 11.666 0.239 9.521 0.241 +2.145 0.721
&&&&&&&&Education 19.072 0.016* 19.350 0.003** 0.278 0.953
&&&&&&&&Finance 9.152 0.240 9.309 0.146 0.157 0.974
&&&&&&&&Government 28.657 0.002** 21.236 0.005** +7.421 0.184
&&&&&&&&High&Tech 11.666 0.117 10.514 0.085 +1.153 0.798
&&&&&&&&Legal 10.364 0.655 6.590 0.729 +3.774 0.789
&&&&&&&&Manufacturing +7.267 0.409 9.754 0.178 17.021 0.002**
&&&&&&&&Media 23.877 0.157 18.939 0.171 +4.938 0.629
&&&&&&&&Medical 14.839 0.050* 8.963 0.147 +5.876 0.200
&&&&&&&&NonLProfit 0.896 0.951 7.463 0.530 6.566 0.456
&&&&&&&&Recreational 9.913 0.477 20.952 0.068 11.039 0.193
&&&&&&&&Service

&&&&&&&&Transportation +0.506 0.983 10.629 0.579 11.135 0.434
&&&&&&&&Other 10.326 0.210 17.968 0.008** 7.642 0.128

df 167 167 167
R&Square 0.257 0.200 0.346
Regression&SS 25052.962 12169.872 14172.321
Total&SS 97578.280 60903.280 40952.833
*Significant&at&the&.05&level

**Significant&at&the&.01&level

N&=&169

Dependent&Variable

Combined&Emotion&Score Positive&Emotion&Score Negative&Emotion&Score
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Table&7,&Study&3
OLS&Regression,&Washington&University&Sample

Independent&Variable B Significant B Significant B Significant
Intercept 26.170 0.145 61.416 0.000 35.247 0.072
Length&of&Process *3.633 0.188 *5.846 0.016* *2.213 0.454
Rounds&of&Interviews 4.114 0.234 4.341 0.141 0.226 0.951
Time&Spent&Preparing 5.634 0.041* 3.611 0.118 *2.023 0.485
Offer 24.429 0.047* 19.458 0.061 *4.971 0.699
Accepted&Offer *13.985 0.273 *11.071 0.305 2.914 0.831
Year&in&School *2.733 0.445 *1.908 0.529 0.824 0.831
Industry
&&&&&&&&Agrictulture
&&&&&&&&Arts
&&&&&&&&Construction
&&&&&&&&Consumer&Goods *7.423 0.318 *7.720 0.222 *0.296 0.970
&&&&&&&&Corporate 4.184 0.761 *11.032 0.347 *15.217 0.311
&&&&&&&&Education
&&&&&&&&Finance
&&&&&&&&Government
&&&&&&&&High&Tech 7.624 0.492 *7.131 0.448 *14.755 0.222
&&&&&&&&Legal
&&&&&&&&Manufacturing *0.888 0.961 *19.966 0.196 *19.078 0.329
&&&&&&&&Media
&&&&&&&&Medical *11.273 0.391 *17.465 0.122 *6.192 0.662
&&&&&&&&NonNProfit
&&&&&&&&Recreational
&&&&&&&&Service *5.608 0.559 *7.080 0.385 *1.472 0.887
&&&&&&&&Transportation
&&&&&&&&Other *6.848 0.346 *6.307 0.306 0.541 0.945

df 43 43 43
R&Square 0.437 0.398 0.157
Regression&SS 5923.214 3618.665 1667.949
Total&SS 13560.250 9099.636 10593.886
*Significant&at&the&.05&level
**Significant&at&the&.01&level
N&=&45

Dependent&Variable
Combined&Emotion&Score Positive&Emotion&Score Negative&Emotion&Score
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MTurk Sample  

Beginning with the MTurk sample, when both “positive affective emotion score” and “combined 

affective emotion score” were used as dependent variables (table 4), none of the three variables 

of interest (Length of Process, Rounds of Interviews, Time Spent Preparing) were found to be 

significant. As the interview processes became longer and more intense, there does not appear to 

have been a significant effect on either the positive, or spread between positive and negative, 

affective emotions which participants felt towards the applied for positions. When “negative 

affective emotion score” was used as a dependent variable however, both the length of an 

interview process and the number of rounds of interviews were found to significantly affect the 

negative emotions participants felt throughout a process. Specifically, the longer the process, and 

the more rounds of interviews involved, the more negative emotions a participant experienced.  

While this result certainly does not coincide with our second hypothesis (H2), the 

significance of the “offer” variable somewhat diminishes the effect of both the “Length of 

Process” and “Rounds of Interviews” variables. As explained in the methods section, participants 

were told to retrospectively think about previous processes they had experienced. When 

considering the degree to which they felt or experienced various emotions throughout a process, 

we asked individuals to retrospectively think back on these processes before being notified of an 

offer decision. Thus, participants were truly only able to successfully look back retrospectively at 

a process if they were able to not let the offer decision play a part in their thought process. The 

fact that the “offer” variable is significant in this regression suggests that participants may have 

been unsuccessful in correctly remembering emotions they experienced before the offer decision. 

Thus, while both the “Length of Process” and “Rounds of Interviews” variables were positively 
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related with negative emotions experienced throughout a process, this might not be economically 

significant in any meaningful way.  

Second, it is also worth noting the significance of “education”. Specifically, as the level 

of education a participant had increased, so did the negative emotions they felt throughout a 

process. In all three regressions, various industry dummies came back as significant. While this 

may have various implications for how interview processes in different sectors affect the degree 

of both various emotions and ownership an individual feels throughout a process, this still does 

not allow us to conclude anything meaningful about the length or intensity of a process. These 

variables were used mostly to control for these effects, and their significance requires further 

research and investigation.  

 
Washington University Sample 

As shown in Table 7, the length of a process was found to negatively affect the positive emotions 

WUSTL students felt towards a position. The offer variable in this regression was not found to 

be significant, and so it is possible that students truly were able to retrospectively consider 

previous processes without being biased by whether or not they received an offer. The negative 

sign of the Length of Process coefficient suggests an effect that is contrary to our second 

hypothesis; as students interviewing for a longer period of time felt less positive emotions, rather 

than the expected opposite effect. When “combined affective emotion score” was used as a 

dependent variable, the amount of time spent preparing was found to be significant. However, 

similar to the issue experienced with the “negative affective emotions score” regression for the 

MTurk sample, it appears that students were not able to retrospectively consider an interview 

process without also taking into account whether or not they received an offer. For the regression 
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with “negative affective emotion score” as a dependent variable, no variables were significant. 

Finally, for all three regressions, no industry dummies were found to be significant.  

 
Discussion of Results 

The first implication of these results relates to our first two hypotheses; that individuals may 

experience feelings of ownership towards a position, and that these feelings of ownership 

intensify as the process intensifies. Because neither the length of a process, rounds of interviews, 

or amount of time spent preparing had a positive, significant impact on either “positive affective 

emotion score” or “combined affective emotion score,” we cannot conclude that, for the general 

U.S. population, individual’s feelings of ownership towards a job increase as the length and 

intensity of a process increase. Additionally, the fact that two of the three variables of interest 

had a positive, significant impact on “negative affective emotion score” would suggest that 

individuals actually feel less ownership over a job opportunity as the process becomes longer. 

However, as discussed previously, the significance of the “Offer” variable makes any 

conclusions draw from this regression difficult to generalize with confidence. Perhaps 

individuals did feel emotions indicative of psychological ownership during recruitment, as 

positive affective emotion scores were often higher than negative scores. However while 

completing this study, participants knowing whether they ultimately received an offer likely 

biased their assessments of the emotions they felt during the process. We suggest that the results 

of this particular study are somewhat inconclusive regarding implications for psychological 

ownership. In the three regressions used, either the variables of interest did not have a significant 

effect, or they were simultaneously significant with the “Offer” variable. 

For the WUSTL sample, one conclusion that can be drawn is that WUSTL students feel 

less positive emotions as an interview process becomes longer and intensifies. This might 
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suggest less feelings of psychological ownership, but other factors might be at play as well. In 

addition, the mapping between emotional experience and ownership may be more complex than 

“good feelings is equivalent to ownership.” Perhaps ownership evolves from intense experiences, 

both positive and negative. Assuming, however, that positive affective emotions indicate 

heightened levels of ownership, one reason for a WUSTL student’s tendency to feel less positive 

emotions as his or her interview process grows longer might have to do with the environment of 

on-campus recruitment. WUSTL students on a regular basis are surrounded by their immediate 

competition in the job market. Furthermore, job candidates for a particular on-campus recruiting 

position often know exactly how many offers will be granted to WUSTL students, which in a 

large number of cases is only one or a few offers at best. As the length of a process drags on, it is 

possible that the intensity of competition with peers intensified as well. Even if a candidate feels 

positively about a job position, feelings of stress, pressure, nervousness, or other emotions that 

develop with intensified competition may have been present as well. Ultimately, it may have 

been difficult for students to develop a sense of psychological ownership over a job opportunity 

in this high-stakes environment.  

Across both samples, only one variables of interest was significant out of six regressions. 

Very few conclusions can therefore be made with great confidence. While it is possible that 

psychological ownership is at play throughout an interview process, evidence does not suggest 

that this level of ownership changes in any meaningful way throughout the process. Further 

research and investigation is ultimately needed on this subject. 

 
Limitations 

The most pertinent limitation to this research design is the link that has been drawn between 

experiencing specific emotions and psychological ownership. While the PANAS scale is widely 
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recognized as a significant factor in determining feelings of ownership, there is no definitive 

evidence that an individual experiencing specific affective emotions over others results in 

ownership. However given the lack of significant factors used in our analysis, this limitation may 

provide a further justification for additional research. It is possible that using affective emotions 

as a dependent variable may not have been accurate in identifying feelings of ownership, and 

other proxies for quantifying ownership need to be explored. 

 Another major flaw in this research design is that participants were asked to consider 

actual recruitment processes retrospectively. This of course creates the issue of incorrectly 

recalling the degree to which specific emotions were experienced, as was evidenced by the 

“Offer” variable being significant in two of the regressions. As time passes, participants may 

have remembered only significant events that took place during these processes, and therefore 

weighted these events disproportionately when remembering how they felt emotionally. 

However given the large amount of data required for this analysis, a retrospective research 

design was the most efficient method to gather this data across a large number of industries and 

job functions.  

 
Study 4 

Method  

For our final experiment, we put MTurk workers through a real interview process to test for 

influences of the endowment effect. With this experiment, our full study therefore consists of a 

hypothetical job opportunity, retrospectively thinking about previous actual opportunities, and 

going through an interview process that we could observe in real time. This final experiment 

involved posting a survey on Mechanical Turk which stated that we were looking for a 

“Research Associate” for a university research project -- the job would entail taking two future 
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surveys where the “Research Associate” would watch short movie clips and detail the most 

pertinent emotions they felt at the moment. 

The initial MTurk survey was phrased as a job interview for this position; we asked 

questions that would allow us to determine whether the respondent (and applicant) was suitable 

for the job. There were three different surveys, or “interview processes,” which an MTurk 

worker might receive. Each of these surveys contained a detailed description of the Research 

Associate role. The first process (from here on referred to as the “short” process) was extremely 

basic; they were first asked only demographic questions. At the end of the survey, they were then 

asked what their minimum willingness to accept (WTA) in terms of per survey pay was. Finally, 

they were asked to rate the attractiveness of the Research Associate role on a scale from 0-10.  

The second process (hereby referred to as the “long” process) asked the exact same 

questions as the short process, only with a new section added in the middle of the survey. This 

section involved a series of open-ended questions about why they would be good at the Research 

Associate position, what skills they believed a successful Research Associate possessed, and 

asked them to provide a sample description of an emotional reaction description to a short movie 

clip. These questions were intended to have the interviewee spend more time “socializing” with 

and thinking about the Research Associate position. Participants were required to spend at least 

20 minutes answering these questions. Once again, at the end of the ‘interview’ they were asked 

the questions regarding WTA and attractiveness of the position.  

The final process (from now on referred to as the “hypothetical” process) was very 

similar to the short process. The key difference is that participants were not told that they were 

actually interviewing for the position. Instead, they were told that other individuals were being 

interviewed for the position (to be hired only from the University conducting the study). The 
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questions were then the same as the short process, except for the WTA and attractiveness 

questions. For these, participants were told to “imagine” that they were in fact interviewing for 

the positions. Answers provided for WTA and ratings of attractiveness for the position were then 

thought of as if they were hypothetically interviewing for the Research Associate position rather 

than actually interviewing.  

For all three processes (long, short, and hypothetical), half of participants were told what 

the Research Associate position would pay (hereby referred to as “anchored”), and half were not 

(hereby referred to as “non-anchored”). Those that were told the pay rate were given the rate of 

$0.50 per completed future 4-minute survey (which contained the movie clips participants would 

then provide emotional reactions to). Our motive in providing some with the pay rate and others 

without the rate was to see whether anchoring the interviewees by stating the salary beforehand 

would modify their answers to WTA and ratings of attractiveness. Thus, we had six total 

processes an interviewee could go through: long, short, and hypothetical anchored surveys, and 

long, short, and hypothetical non-anchored surveys. Each of the six processes had 30 responses, 

for a total of 180 participants.  

The day after the respondents ‘interviewed’, we sent all interviewees from the short and 

long processes a message stating that they had been selected for the Research Associate position. 

In the message we included two links; one for each survey asking for descriptions of their 

emotional reactions to movie clips. For all respondents, non-anchored included, we then stated 

that we would be paying the $0.50 per survey rate (well above the going MTurk rate for a 4-

minute survey).  

The goal of this experiment was to test the endowment effect in an actual, real time 

interview process. In accordance with our third hypothesis (H3), we postulated that going 
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through an interview process would lead to higher attractiveness ratings and lower pay rates for 

WTA. This contrast would be compared with the short versus hypothetical process. Further, we 

expected that this effect would be amplified when interviewees had to socialize more with the 

job position in the long process. 

 

Results 

Results from a between groups ANOVA, with “Attractiveness Ratings” as a dependent 

variable, are shown in table 10. Independent variables used were whether or not an individual 

was told the pay rate for the Research Associate position (“Anchored”), whether an individual 

went through the long, short, or hypothetical process (“Level of Socialization”), as well as their 

gender, age and level of education. As shown, the only significant variable was level of 

socialization. This suggests that the process an interviewee went through significantly affected 

how attractive they found the Research Associate position, independent of whether or not they 

were anchored, as well as their gender, age, and level of education. 

Figure 3 provides a visualization of the effects of different interview processes on ratings 

of attractiveness. As the exhibit shows, those that went through a short process found the job 

more attractive than those that went through the hypothetical process. Additionally, the same can 

be said for participants that went through the long process versus those that went through the 

short process. This is generally in line with our third hypothesis (H3), suggesting that a longer 

and more intense process leads to a job being perceived as more attractive. Additionally, table 11 

reports that assumptions for homoscedasticity are met.  

 Results for the same ANOVA, except with participants answers to “willingness to 

accept” question at a dependent variable, are shown in table 12. A visualization of these results is 
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provided in Figure 4. As the ANOVA suggests, no variable used was found to significantly 

affect an individual’s willingness to accept a position based on minimum required pay rate. 

Additionally, the Exhibit shows that while this particular pattern of responses was not 

significant, it would have provided a rather peculiar effect if it had been. WTA responses for 

participants in the long process seemed to be extremely high, while those in the short process 

were quite low. 

 As this study has assumed in some ways that WTA can be used as a measure for how 

“attractive” an individual finds a job, and therefore how much “value” they assign to it, our next 

area of interest was to explore how ratings of attractiveness correlated with responses for WTA. 

Table 13 provides results for this. As is shown, it appears that when participants were anchored 

to the Research Associate pay rate, they provided a lower WTA when they found a job more 

attractive. But when they were not anchored, they provided a higher WTA when the job was 

more attractive. This suggests that participants may not have thought of WTA in a consistent 

manner. They did not always require less money when the position appeared more attractive. 

Implications of this result are discussed in the following “Discussion of Results” section.  

 Our next area of focus was on the results of the between groups ANOVA with WTA as a 

dependent variable (Table 12), given the peculiar pattern in Figure 4. While this result was found 

to be insignificant, the line representing the not anchored group suggests that there may have 

been a high amount of variance in these WTA responses. The box plot in Figure 5 confirms this 

concern. Additionally, the test for homoscedasticity shown in table 11 suggests that the variances 

between each group are quite significantly different. These findings together suggest that a 

parametric test such as an ANOVA may not have been appropriate in analyzing these results. As 

such, we conducted a Kruskal Wallis H test, shown in table 14, to further analyze the effects of 
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type of process on willingness to accept. These results suggest the opposite finding from the 

ANOVA; that the process an individual went through (level of socialization) is in fact significant 

in affecting WTA.  

 To summarize, results suggest that level of socialization throughout a process, 

independent of anchoring, gender, age, and education, significantly affects how attractive a job is 

perceived. This effect is in accordance with H3; as a longer and more intense process led to 

higher ratings of attractiveness. The results from the various tests described above with WTA as 

a dependent variable are more complicated and difficult to interpret confidently. While a 

parametric test dictates that type of process does not significantly affect WTA, differences in 

variances between groups are so high that a parametric test may not be appropriate. Specifically, 

while variability was quite high across all groups, it was particular high among the non-anchored 

group. While a nonparametric test suggests that type of process is significant, this test does not 

take into account whether or not an individual was anchored, their gender, their age, or their 

level of education. Thus, the significance of type of process may simply be due to one of these 

variables being omitted from the analysis. Finally, regardless of the significance of the 

independent variables used, the pattern of results in Figure 4 is peculiar and difficult to explain 

intuitively.  

As a final test, we attempted to reduce the degree to which the assumption for 

homoscedasticity was not met. This was done by removing the outliers shown in the box plot in 

Figure 5. The same between groups ANOVA from table 12 was then conducted, and the results 

of this test are shown in table 15. Once again, none of the independent variables came back as 

significant.  
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Generally, we believe that the results of these tests described above indicate that more 

research is needed on how the length and intensity of a process affects an individual’s 

willingness to accept a position. However we believe that our results (Table 10 and Figure 3) 

regarding how length and intensity of a process affect perceived attractiveness of a position are 

fairly robust.  

 

 

 

Table&10,&Study&4
Between&Groups&ANOVA&Results,&Dependent&Variable:&Attractiveness&Ratings

Source Sum&of&Squares df Mean&Square F Significant
Anchored)(A) 0.066 1 0.066 0.016 0.899
Level)of)Socialization)(B) 52.287 2 26.144 6.455 0.003**
Gender 9.532 5 1.906 0.471 0.052
Age 15.772 1 15.772 3.894 0.797
Education 5.802 4 1.451 0.358 0.838
A*B 1.967 2 0.983 0.243 0.785

R)Squared)=).570
*Significant)at)the).05)level
**Significant)at)the).01)level

Figure'B,'Study'4
Figure 3, Study 4 
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Table&11,&Study&4
Test&for&Homoskedasticity

Group Attractiveness&Ratings&Variance WTA&Variance
Anchored
&&&&&&&&Long&Process 2.686 0.113
&&&&&&&&Short&Process 4.156 0.014
&&&&&&&&Hypothetical,&Short&Process 4.049 0.106
Not&Anchored
&&&&&&&&Long&Process 2.447 0.660
&&&&&&&&Short&Process 3.907 0.028
&&&&&&&&Hypothetical,&Short&Process 2.890 0.052

Table&12,&Study&4
Between&Groups&ANOVA&Results,&Dependent&Variable:&Willingness&to&Accept

Source Sum&of&Squares df Mean&Square F Significant
Anchored)(A) 0.035 1 0.035 0.177 0.675
Level)of)Socialization)(B) 0.72 2 0.36 1.837 0.166
Gender 1.117 5 0.223 1.141 0.347
Age 0.06 1 0.06 0.305 0.583
Education 0.233 4 0.058 0.297 0.879
A*B 0.157 2 0.079 0.401 0.671

R)Squared)=).558

Figure'C,'Study'4
Figure 4, Study 4 
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Table&13,&Study&4
Correlations&between&Attractiveness&Ratings&and&Willingnes&to&Accept

Long&Interview Short&Interview Hypothetical,&Short&Interview
Anchored )0.12 )0.32 )0.26
Not2Anchored 0.24 0.03 0.06

Figure'D,'Study'4
Box'Plots'of'WTA'variability'for'Not'Anchored'Group'only

Table&14,&Study&4
Kruskal3Wallis&H&Test
Dependent&Variable:&WTA
Independent&Variable:&Level&of&Socialization

Test&Statistics
WTA

Chi$Square 18.975
df 2
Significance .000**
*Significant:at:the:.05:level
**Significant:at:the:.01:level

Figure 5, Study 4 
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Discussion of Results 

We conclude that in a real-time interview process, the length and intensity of the process 

significantly affects how attractive a job candidate finds the position. This appears to be 

independent of whether or not an applicant is anchored to what the salary will be, as well as their 

gender, age, and level of education. Thus, evidence suggests that our third hypothesis (H3) holds. 

This in itself does not support the endowment effect, but it does provide an interesting 

implication. Whether due to psychological ownership or some other factor, a longer and more 

intense recruitment process leads to individual’s assigning more value to a job opportunity. 

When considered simultaneously with Study 2, these results provide an interesting implication 

for employers. At the beginning of a process, a longer and more intense process leads to 

applicants requiring more money to accept the job. However when participants actually 

experience the process, a longer and more intense experience leads to them finding the job more 

attractive. Thus, while a more intense recruitment process might lead to employers being 

required to offer higher salaries to attract talent, when those applicants actually go through the 

process they may find the position more attractive than if a shorter and less intense process was 

used. As a result, this would suggest a longer process could potentially lead to a higher 

percentage of interviewees accepting offers.  

Table&15,&Study&4
Between&Groups&ANOVA&Results&with&outliers&from&Box&Plot&removed
Dependent&Variable:&Willingness&to&Accept

Source Sum&of&Squares df Mean&Square F Significant
Anchored)(A) 0.003 1 0.003 0.034 0.854
Level)of)Socialization)(B) 0.265 2 0.132 1.641 0.201
Gender 0.042 1 0.042 0.525 0.471
Age 0.321 5 0.064 0.796 0.556
Education 0.171 4 0.043 0.530 0.714
A*B 0.094 2 0.047 0.582 0.562

R)Squared)=).531
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 Regarding the somewhat inconclusive results regarding WTA responses, we believe the 

high amount of variability and inconsistent correlation with attractiveness ratings may have been 

due to the way in which a job is valued. In Kahneman et al’s (1990) famous coffee mug 

experiment for example, the two objects participants were asked to evaluate were coffee mugs 

and tokens. Coffee mugs are usually used not for their monetary value (to be sold or to generate 

additional income), but rather are used for their intended purpose of drinking coffee. Tokens 

such as those used in Kahneman et al’s experiment on the other hand were used only for their 

monetary value; they could be exchanged for the exact monetary amount they were stated to be 

worth.  

The main point is that a job is somewhere in between these two objects. For many 

individuals, jobs create numerous non-monetary benefits: a sense of accomplishment, prestige, 

career advancement opportunities, and many others. Additionally however, they also provide 

stated monetary benefits in the form of a salary. This in turn may have created some of the 

variability in WTA responses. If, for example, an individual perceived a job as having excellent 

non-monetary benefits, they might be willing to be paid less to accept that job. However at the 

same time, if one of the job’s non-monetary benefits was prestige, individuals might feel that an 

employee working in that position should be paid more. Put simply, some individual’s might 

require less pay for a more valuable job, while others might believe a more valuable job should 

have a higher salary. It truly depends on the criteria an individual uses to assess the degree to 

which a job is valuable or attractive. Thus, this may have created some of the variability in WTA 

responses, and led to an inconclusive result. Ultimately, more research and investigation is 

needed on this topic.  
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Limitations 

The biggest limitation with this experiment is simply that it was conducted online. While it was 

intended to be very close to an actual recruitment process, conducting the process virtually leads 

to a number of issues. In particular, it is not possible to tell how much participants truly thought 

about questions they were asked. They may have typed out answers very quickly, or spent long 

periods of time on some questions and not others. In an in person process, it would have been 

possible to more easily observe how much time interviewees were spending on specific 

questions, as well as add in follow up questions if the interview was not lasting long enough. 

Additionally, a number of participants may have had clarifying questions about the specifics of 

the position. Actual interviews usually end with a chance for interviewees to ask questions, and 

this in itself is a form of further socialization with a job position. Having the chance to ask these 

questions may have led to different ratings of attractiveness and WTA responses. Finally, the 

large amount of variability in WTA responses previously discussed creates a challenge in 

generalizing results. It is unclear whether the large number of outliers in the sample would be 

observed consistently if this experiment was run multiple times, and so it is possible that these 

responses are not representative of the general population. 

 

Conclusion 

In contrast to the bulk of the literature on employee recruitment settings, we aimed to delve into 

the often-overlooked psychological components of job seekers. To better understand 

interviewee’s perspectives, we interviewed a number of WUSTL students about their job search. 

Most students turned to parents and current employees, and not the campus career center, to seek 

advice. This suggested that there may be a disconnect between the views of professionals (career 
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advisors) and reality. Furthermore, many mentioned that they grew more connected to a firm’s 

people and culture -- and found the position to be more valuable -- as they progressed in the 

interview process. These early qualitative findings suggested some sort of psychological 

ownership was at play, and we hypothesized that this feeling of psychological ownership would 

increase in tandem to the duration and intensity of a recruitment process, leading to greater levels 

of perceived attractiveness for the position. Importantly, these non-intuitive elements could 

perhaps affect interviewees in ways not fully understood by professionals. 

 To test these hypotheses, we conducted a multi-pronged assessment of psychological 

ownership in recruitment settings. Study 1 found that in a manipulated scenario environment 

(participants did not go through an actual interview process but were told to imagine that they 

were about to begin one), participants required a higher starting salary for a higher-intensity 

interview process. Study 2 measured the impact of the duration and intensity of an interview 

process on positive and negative affective emotions, using real data from WUSTL students and 

MTurk users. While altogether inconclusive given statistical insignificance, these studies do 

seem to suggest that elements of the interview process affect how one views a given position. 

Finally, Study 3 found that increased socialization in an actual interview process increased the 

attractiveness of the position; results on WTA were statistically insignificant.  

 The multi-study approach provided a number of advantages; qualitative interviews were 

the impetus to our hypotheses, which were then tested using empirical collected data (Study 2) 

and experimental surveys, both as a hypothetical scenario (Study 1) and in an actual online 

interview setting (Study 3). Although none of these methods can fully capture the complexities 

of psychological ownership in recruitment settings, each provide a different approach to 

measuring this phenomenon. Together, our studies suggest that individuals do gain a degree of 
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psychological ownership of a given position throughout an interview process, and this is likely 

due in part to increased levels of attractiveness as individuals socialize to a firm. Further research 

may illuminate the degree and method in which this occurs. 

 Understanding how psychological ownership modifies an interviewee’s impression of a 

position can significantly benefit parties that repeatedly enter into the recruitment process, such 

as university career centers or large employers. The success of these parties depends in part on 

understanding the interviewees on a deeper level, be it university students or career-switchers. 

We hope that our research will provide insight into the mind of a recruit and lead to both better 

assistance on the part of career centers and more carefully calibrated recruiting processes on the 

part of employers. Particularly, fostering a connection to a company -- be it through increased 

socialization or multiple rounds of interviews -- may increase a position’s attractiveness 

(important note: our qualitative interviewees suggest that excessively long interviewee processes 

lead to an opposite effect). As such, it is important for both career centers to facilitate interaction 

between recruit and recruiter and for employers to allow ample opportunity for socialization. 

Hopefully, our research can be a springboard for future research further refining the impact of 

psychological ownership in recruitment settings.  
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